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98th Transportation Research Bureau 
Conference, January 13-16, 2019 

Washington DC Convention Center

Navya Route 12, touted as 
the world’s first self-driving 
shuttle.

The Shuttle seats 15 passengers 
and has no steering wheel.
https://navya.tech/en/autonom-
shuttle/The spot light theme 

for the 2019 Annual 
Meeting was,” 
Transportation for a 
Smart, Sustainable, 
and Equitable Future”. 
Over 170 sessions 
and workshops were 
devoted to conference 
“Hot Topics”.  
Autonomous vehicles were a major conference
“hot topic”.

One of the show highlights was provided by Navya, 
a French company specializing in the design and 
construction of autonomous and electric vehicles. 
Navya provided an autonomous shuttle vehicle for 
rides on a demonstration course in the conference 
exhibitor area; the wait time for the ride
exceeded one (1) hour.

This meeting, which attracts thousands of 
transportation professionals each year, offers 
an unparalleled opportunity to share your 
knowledge and perspectives with others and 
to learn about the latest developments in 
transportation research, policy, and practice. 
The four day program includes 800 sessions 
and workshops on all aspects of transportation.     



Snow Fighter Training, February 19-26 2019, 
Public Works Operations Yard

PW Operations hosted a snow fighter simulator training for 60 staff members; 30 drivers from Parks 
& Recreation and 30 drivers from Streets & Storm water divisions. The training was conducted by L3 
Driver Training Solutions.

The Parks & Recreation drivers took the 2 hour (per 
driver) basic snow fighting course which included: 
customized scenarios with narrow streets, bridges, 
rural routes; daytime and nighttime conditions; 
snow, ice fog, whiteouts; changing spreader settings 
and control.

The Streets/Storm Water drivers took the 4 hour (per driver) advanced class, which included the basic 
class above plus lessons stressing hazard identification, situational assessments, measuring risk factors, 
exploring fatigue management and distracted driving. Tandem driver training (using multiple plows 
working in the same direction) was also practiced.

The training was outstanding. All the drivers were tested on written course content and given a final 
practical exam behind the wheel. ALL passed.



Atlantic Avenue at 17th Street/19th Street Traffic 
Signal Rehabilitation, March 18-29, 2019

Staff replaced the aging traffic signal infrastructure on Atlantic Avenue at 17th and 19th Streets. The rectangular 
box shaped infrastructure, installed in the early 1990’s with the City’s Streetscape campaign, had begun to 
corrode and needed replacement

As part of the Oceanfront Traffic Signal Rehab Project, the traffic signal mast arms and poles have been replaced 
along Atlantic Avenue at 17th and 19th Streets. This work was a joint effort between the contractor and PW/
Traffic Operations. We will install internally illuminated street name signs at these two intersections before 
Memorial Weekend. 

17th Street new Pedistal North West 

17th Street old Pedistal North West 

17th Street new North Bound mast arm/
17th Street old North Bound  mast arm/cabinet



19th Street new Pedistal North West corner                            

 19th Street old Pedistal North West corner

19th Street new South bound mast arm                                               

19th Street old South bound mast arm

The signals at along Atlantic Ave at 21st St & 22nd St will be replaced at a later date this year.



1.      Some of the vital statistical areas we addressed: 

     a.      Number of Traffic Counts Completed – 75

     b. Number of Utility Locate Tickets (Miss Utility) Received/Checked/Marked – 6305/1164/647

     c. Number of Traffic Signal Preventive Maintenance Actions completed –160

     d. Number of Traffic Signal Work Orders Received – 638

     e. Number of Traffic Sign Work Orders Completed – 956

     f. Feet of Installed Thermoplastic paint-  7,560

2. Provided event support for the following Special Events:

     a. Polar Plunge
     b. Shamrock Festival
     c. Cherry Blossom Festival
     d. Mayor’s State of the City Address

Traffic Management Operations 
Division Response Information 

(January – March 2019)


